


Activity Resources needed Instructions
Link to resource

learning aims

Time needed

to complete

activity

Angels and

Demons

Instruction cards

for activity(one

set per group of

3 young people)

appendix:

Mickey’s

Narratives –

cannabis/ketamine

(one per small

group)

Divide large group into smaller groups

of 4.

Give each small group a set of Angels

and Demons cards and a copy of Mickey’s

Narrative.

Ask each group to assign each individual

a character: Angel, Demon, Mickey and

narrative reader.

Allow young people to perform the

dialogues and experience the decision

making process and the associated

dilemmas. Pull the group together and

discuss how it feels to carry out these

discussions.

If any groups are willing, there is

potential to allow them to perform their

role play to the rest of the group to

continue discussion and feedback.

Young people are able

to experience

conversations which

may affect their

decision making around

cannabis use without

the focus being on

them as individuals.

The role plays also

give young people the

opportunity to explore

a variety of ways to

acceptably refuse

offers of cannabis

should they wish too.

20-30 min

dependant

upon how many

groups wish

to perform

their role

plays to the

rest of the

group.

 Provide the opportunity to discuss decision making dilemmas around cannabis use and to give young people

the chance to explore ways in which they find acceptable to choose NOT to use cannabis in order to be

accepted socially.
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- Facilitator to decide whether the group works with the cannabis narrative, the

ketamine narrative or both narratives.

- Upon splitting the groups into smaller groups of 3 or 4, ask each group to

decide upon the roles they will play. Groups of three will have the roles of

Decider, Demon or Angel to decide from, groups of 4 will have Decider, Demon,

Angel or Observer to decide from (ideally groups should be made up of 3 young

people).

- Hand out one narrative per small group, ask each group to read through their

narrative and role play or discuss possible outcomes. Each narrative is based

upon situations Mickey has been in, however they are purposefully left open ended

in order for young people to explore the different decisions that could be taken.

- Encourage young people to take it in turns to play the different roles to

experience the decision making process from different perspectives.

- Upon completion of individual role plays, ask young people to feedback what it

was like to play the different roles.

- Questions to facilitate feedback:

1. Demons: How easy was it to come up with reasons to try the drug?

2. Angels: What kinds of reasons seemed “acceptable” for the decider to use in

order to not use the drug but still remain friends with the “demon”?

3. Observers: Was the Angel or the Demon most persuasive? Why do you think this

was?

4. Decider: What did it feel like when somebody was trying to make you do something

you didn’t want to do?

5. Whole group: What kinds of reasons would be useful to remember in your own

lives if somebody was trying to encourage you to do something that you didn’t

want to do, but you still wanted to remain friends with them? What reasons would

you have to remain friends with them?
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CANNABIS: THE DECISION

“First started smoking cannabis when I was about 15. The older people who

I knew already smoked it and I basically asked to try it. Because I felt

I wasn’t part of the group really. One of the girls in the group refused

to let me try it but one of her friends encouraged her to let me try a

bit.”

Who is the angel?

Who is the demon?

In your groups act out what happens next, one person being the angel, one

person being the demon and one person being Mickey.

You could try a number of different endings and allow each member of your

group to have a go at playing a different part.

KETAMINE: THE DECISION

“I was about to go to my first ever club. I’ve never really gone into clubs due

to my anxiety….. I was sat outside and there were a few guys queuing up to go

in……And then one guy was, he just walked off. And I thought somat was up and I’m

like are you alright?” He said, “I’m just gona have some ket do you fancy some?”

In this situation Mickey will be both the decider and the angel (his thoughts

and conscience). One person should play Mickey as the Decider, one person to

play Mickey’s conscience as the angel and one person to play the demon, the

person who offered Mickey the ketamine.

In your groups act out what happens next, one person being the angel, one person

being the demon and one person being Mickey.

You could try a number of different endings and allow each member of your group

to have a go at playing a different part.
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DECIDER: Imagine you are Mickey. You are trying

to decide whether you should try

cannabis/ketamine with your friends.

DEMON: Imagine you are the person encouraging

Mickey to take Cannabis/Ketamine. Think of

reasons to convince Mickey to take the drug.

ANGEL: Imagine you want to protect Mickey from

trying cannabis/ketamine. Think of reasons to

convince Mickey NOT to take the drug.

OBSERVER: Watch the role play and at the end,

highlight the parts that you think are the most

important or the best ways to say no to doing

things you don’t want to do.
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